
English Workshop: Developing and 
Consolidating Knowledge

What? Core knowledge: characters, plot, themes and context

Extension: what do they represent?

How?  Significant techniques: imagery(metaphor and simile), contrast

Extension: symbolism, juxtaposition

Why? What was the purpose of the text?: what is the reader’s response?

What are the writer’s intentions? Ideological perspective



Developing

Audiobooks

A Christmas Carol

Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde

Radio Drama: An 
Inspector Calls and  
Romeo and Juliet

Revision Guides

English literature and 
English language 
information

Visual 
adaptations

A Christmas Carol

Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde

An Inspector Calls 
and Romeo and 
Juliet

Internet

English literature 
and English 
language 
information

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/brand/b03g64q4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/brand/p075ymc3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgkfEc_EWro
youtube.com/watch?v=X7GhW2GF6ms


Consolidating
Retrieval Practice

1. Test what you can remember about a particular subject without using notes or revision materials.

2. It allows you to find out the gaps in your knowledge: what you can/can’t remember.

3 The struggle of remembering information improves your long-term memory.

Spaced Practice

Spread your revision into shorter sessions over a longer period of time, rather than trying to revise 
everything over a long session (cramming)

1. Frequently revisit your learning in small chunks, it is more likely that you will recall the 
information.

2. Go back over knowledge that you covered days, a week and a month ago.

3. Revise the material you learn in class throughout the year, not just when you have an assessment 
on that topic.



Consolidating

Graphic Organisers (reference: www.Olicav.com)

For example:

Icons from: 
https://thenounproject.com/

http://www.olicav.com/
https://thenounproject.com/


Consolidating



Sheila Birling

Act One Act Two Act Three

Milwards = 
ashamed of 
sacking

Engaged 
to Gerald

Relationship 
with parents
‘Mummy’

‘very 
pleased with 
life’

‘building 
a wall’

Gerald’s 
affair

Gives the 
ring back

‘Mother –
stop-stop!’

Stays for 
Eric’s story

‘You two are 
being childish’

Relationship 
with parents
‘Mother’

‘Fire and blood 
and anguish’



Other Revision Strategies
1. Pictograms

2. Memorise key images

3. Single word list

a) Three connected single words

b) Ten single-word list connected by theme, plot, frequency and 
importance

4.   Create a timeline that includes all your texts and the historical period.
5.   Make a checklist of the text’s genre conventions

6.   Write practice paragraphs on your key quotes.
7.   Improve them during revision.
8.   Write your ideal introduction for each text and practise adapting for a variety 

of themes.
9    Practise getting your best paragraphs into essays.



English Literature Revision Tips Handout


